
 

 

7 The proclamation of the Vision of HyoJeong Cheonwon 
 

 
2016.8.1. True Parents speaking at the '2016 Global Top Gun Youth Workshop' 

 

True Mother said the following on the construction of True Parents' life museum: "I will make a museum 

about True Parents' life courses. It should not just have the contents of True Parents' achievements and 

life course, but it should have future-oriented contents." (Nov. 11.2014. Cheon Jeong Gung Museum). 

She named the new place Cheonji Sunhak Won museum, hoping that those who visit the museum 

resemble True Parents and join in their work. 

 

True Mother has a great sense of duty for the Cheonji Sunhak Won museum. In 2015, she talked many 

times about the detailed conceptions of HJ Cheon Won Chung Pyung Providence for the restoration of 

heaven and earth which is True Parents' will. She explained True Parents' perspective on Chung Pyung. 

"In the future Chung Pyung will become a sanctuary that misses nothing and has everything." (Oct. 

30.2015. Cheon Jeong Gung Museum) 

 

 
The image of the 'Chen Bo Won' to be completed in summer of 2018 

 



 

 

Two months following the previous speech she told us when the Cheonji Sunhak Won museum is going 

to be completed. "What did I say I would build for the eternal Holy Land before the world by 2020? It is 

the Cheonji Sunhak Won museum. I want to make an environment to show future generations a record 

that you were here and worked together with True Parents. With such thoughts, I am grateful and happy 

every day. So will you work with me? I would like to ask that all of you work hard to hasten the day." 

(Dec. 12.2015. IPEC) 

 

 
2016.8.2. Special Address by International President Sun Jin Moon at True Parents' HyoJeong 

Cheonwon Special Workshop 

 

True Mother values the Cheonji Sunhak Won museum as her life. By building such a base amidst the 

Chung Pyung Holy Ground, it wishes to reveal True Parents and save humanity. True Mother said, "My 

dream is your dream. You have to realize this will with True Mother before you die." (Oct. 6.2016. 

Yongpyong Resort) True Mother always walks the path of cosmic restoration alongside True Father. 

Therefore, in line with the providence, HJ Cheon Won is the base for cosmic restoration. Not only can we 

achieve spiritual restoration but we can also prepare the base that can restore humanity through the 

Cheonji Sunhak Won museum. 

 

 
2016. 8.18~20 2016 Autumn Chung Pyung Special Great Works 


